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Christ   Pantocrator,   c.   1170  
 
Christ   Pantocrator   is   an   image,   common   in  
Eastern   Orthodox   iconography,   that   depicts  
Christ   as   “Almighty”   or   “All-powerful.”   This  
Byzantine   mosaic   is   found   in   the   dome   of   the  
semi-apse   in   the   Cathedral   of   Cefalù   in   Sicily,  
Italy.   Christ’s   right   hand   is   held   up   in   blessing;  
in   his   left   hand   is   the   Gospel   of   John.   The   text  
reads:   "I   am   the   light   of   the   world,   who   follows  
me   will   not   wander   in   the   darkness   but   will  
have   the   light   of   life."  
 
 
 
Image:   public   domain  

 

Fol.   1r,   Genesis,   c.   1275-1300  
 
The   opening   chapter   of   Genesis   from   a  
13th-century   French   manuscript   of   the   Latin  
Vulgate.   According   to   the   Cleveland   Museum  
of   Art,   “Biblical   manuscripts   were   highly  
prized   and   important   possessions   of  
churches,   monasteries,   cathedral   schools,  
and   universities   throughout   medieval  
Europe…   The   very   extensive   decoration   of  
this   bible   is   arranged   hierarchically   to   indicate  
the   relative   importance   of   the   various   texts.”  
Full-page   decorated   initials   are   found   on   the  
first   pages   of   Genesis   and   the   Gospel   of  
John,   connecting   these   two   significant   texts.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image   and   info:   Cleveland   Museum   of   Art  
https://clevelandart.org/art/2008.2.1.a  
 



 

Hymn   to   Creation:   Holy   Spirit   of   God  
Charles   Marie   Dulac,   1894  
 
One   of   eight   enigmatic   color   lithographs   in   a  
series   called   Hymn   to   Creation   by   the  
symbolist   artist   Charles   Marie   Dulac.   A  
terminal   illness   led   to   a   spiritual   conversion,  
and   Dulac   joined   the   Third   Order   of   Saint  
Francis,   and   was   buried   in   his   monk’s   habit   at  
his   death   at   33.   His   work   “represent[s]   some  
of   the   most   emotive   and   enigmatic  
interpretations   of   the   religious   aspects   of  
landscape   ever   to   have   been   produced  
through   the   medium   of   original   colour  
lithography.”  
 
Image:   Cleveland   Museum   of   Art  
https://www.clevelandart.org/art/2014.684  
Biography:   Campbell   Fine   Art  
http://www.campbell-fine-art.com/artists.php?i 
d=43  

 

Paradise   Lost:   The   Creation   of   Light  
John   Martin,   1824  
 
In   1824,   English   artist   John   Martin   was  
commissioned   to   create   a   set   of   images   to  
accompany   John   Milton’s   Paradise   Lost.   
 
“His   mezzotint   engravings…   emphasize   the  
devil   and   the   darkness.   Like   Blake,   he  
portrays   the   bodies   of   God,   the   angels,   Adam  
and   Eve   as   classically   beautiful;   like   Doré,   he  
uses   light   and   shadow   to   point   up   the   drama  
inherent   in   Milton’s   scenes.   But   Martin,   a  
radical   romantic   at   heart,   is   especially   excited  
by   the   drama   of   the   scenery   —   whether   the  
caverns   and   crags   of   hell   or   the   English   oaks  
and   cumulonimbus   clouds   of   Eden.”  
 
Image:   Cleveland   Museum   of   Art  
https://www.clevelandart.org/art/1983.84  
Info:   Public   Domain   Review  
https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/john 
-martin-s-illustrations-of-paradise-lost-1827  



 

Paradise   Landscape   with   Animals  
Jan   Bruegel,   1613-1615  
 
Jan   Brueghel   the   Elder   invented   the   genre   of  
the   paradise   landscape,   prompted   by   his  
belief   that   the   natural   world   is   a   revelation   of  
God.   In   these   landscapes   inspired   by   the  
early   chapters   of   Genesis,   native   and   exotic  
animals   coexist   in   harmony   with   humankind.   
 
Image:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelin 
k.pl?RC=56933  

 

The   Garden   of   Eden,   Thomas   Cole,   1828  
 
“The   visionary   landscape   painter   Thomas  
Cole   was   most   responsible   for   establishing   a  
distinctive   American   art   in   the   first   decades   of  
the   nineteenth   century.   Through   his   painting  
and   writing,   he   inspired   a   fascination   with   the  
landscape,   elevating   it   to   the   honored   level   of  
history   painting.   By   1827   Cole   was  
formulating   an   idea   that   expressed   the   full  
extent   of   his   true   artistic   ambition:   to   paint  
landscapes   of   high   and   holy   meaning.   This   so  
engaged   Cole’s   fertile   imagination   that   his  
depiction   of   Eden   was   brought   forth   in   lavish  
detail   and   on   a   grand   scale.”  
 
Image:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelin 
k.pl?RC=56947  
Description:   Amon   Carter   Museum   of  
American   Art  

 

Illustration   from   Des   cas   des   nobles  
hommes   et   femmes  
Boucicaut   Master,   c.1413–1415  
 
This   illustration   from    Giovanni   Boccaccio’s  
Concerning   the   Fates   of   Illustrious   Men   and  
Women    depicts   various   scenes   from   the   life  
of   Adam   and   Eve.   In   the   right   foreground,  
an   aged   Adam   and   Eve   make   make   their  
way   to   tell   their   tale   to   Boccaccio,   seated  
on   the   left.   



Image   and   info:   Getty   Museum  
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/1 
02096/boucicaut-master-and-workshop-gio 
vanni-boccaccio-laurent-de-premierfait-des- 
cas-des-nobles-hommes-et-femmes-french 
-about-1413-1415/  
 

 

Fragment   of   a   Floor   Mosaic:   
Adam   and   Eve  
late   400s-early   500s  
 
“This   mosaic   panel   representing   the   Fall   of  
Adam   and   Eve   once   formed   part   of   a   much  
larger   mosaic   decorating   the   floor   of   an   early  
Byzantine   church   in   northern   Syria.   Here,  
Adam   and   Eve   are   portrayed   sharing   the  
forbidden   fruit   while   covering   themselves   with  
large   leaves.   At   the   top   of   the   panel,   a   Greek  
inscription   reads,   ‘And   they   ate   and   they  
realized   they   were   naked’   (Gen.   3:7),  
highlighting   the   two   moments   in   the   biblical  
narrative   of   the   Fall   that   are   depicted   here.”  
 
Image   and   info:   Cleveland   Museum   of   Art  
https://www.clevelandart.org/art/1969.115  

 

Pietà   [Lamentation]  
Lorenzo   di   Pietro   [il   Vecchietta]   c.1448  
 
“A   dead   Christ   lies   on   the   lap   of   the   Virgin,  
who   struggles   to   hold   his   dead   weight.   While  
his   limp   right   arm   hangs   down   to   the   floor,   his  
lifeless   right   foot   nevertheless   crushes   a  
female-headed   snake…   The   snake   in  
Vecchietta’s   Pietà   alludes   to   the   redemption  
of   humanity   from   Original   Sin   through   Christ’s  
sacrifice.   In   this   sense,   it   relates   to   Genesis  
3:15,   as   it   represents   the   passage   ‘he   will  
bruise   your   head’   (‘ipse   conteret   capum  
tuum’).”  
 



Image   and   info:   The   Visual   Commentary   on  
Scripture  
https://thevcs.org/crushing-serpent/his-own-d 
evotion  

 

The   Creation   of   the   World   and   the  
Expulsion   from   Paradise  
Giovanni   di   Paolo,   1445  
 
“This   masterpiece   of   Sienese   painting  
combines   Giovanni   di   Paolo’s   exquisite  
visionary   effects   and   narrative   detail.   The  
picture   presents   a   vision   of   Paradise  
reminiscent   of   that   described   by   the   great  
Florentine   poet   Dante   in   "The   Divine  
Comedy."   The   universe   is   shown   as   a  
celestial   globe,   with   the   earth   at   the   center  
surrounded   by   a   series   of   concentric   circles  
representing   first   the   four   elements,   the  
known   planets   (including   the   sun,   in  
accordance   with   medieval   and   Renaissance  
cosmology),   and   finally   the   constellations   of  
the   zodiac.   Presiding   over   the   scene   of  
Creation   is   God   the   Father,   bathed   in   a  
glowing   celestial   light   as   he   is   borne   aloft   by  
seraphim.   Beside   the   "mappamondo"   (map   of  
the   world)   is   the   garden   of   Paradise,   its   four  
rivers   issuing   from   the   ground   at   the   lower  
right.   The   garden's   effulgent   flora   symbolize  
the   pure   and   sinless   state   of   man   before   the  
Fall.   A   diminutive   Adam   and   Eve   are   expelled  
from   the   garden   by   a   lithe   angel   whose  
unusual   nakedness   and   human   form   may  
symbolize   his   deep   compassion   for   the  
corrupted   state   of   humankind   after   the   fall  
from   grace.”  
 
Image   and   info:   The   Met   Museum  
https://www.metmuseum.org/en/art/collection/ 
search/458971  



 

Crossing   the   Red   Sea  
between   233   and   256  
 
Fresco   from   the   Dura-Europos   church,   “the  
earliest   identified   Christian   house   church.   It   is  
located   in   Dura-Europos   in   Syria.   It   is   one   of  
the   earliest   known   Christian   churches,   and  
was   apparently   a   normal   domestic   house  
converted   for   worship   some   time   between  
233   and   256,   when   the   town   was   abandoned  
after   conquest   by   the   Persians.”   
 
Image   and   info:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/diglib-fulldis 
play.pl?SID=20200409930130897&code=act 
&RC=55573&Row=25  

 

The   Destruction   of   Pharaoh's   Host  
John   Martin,   1863  
 
"Before   a   vast   expanse   of   sea   and   sky,   the  
tiny   figure   of   Moses   raises   high   his   staff,  
summoning   a   wave   to   engulf   the   barely  
discernible   soldiers,   horses,   and   chariots   of  
the   pharaoh's   army,   scattered   like   toys   by   the  
rising   waters…    All   this   drama,   however,  
accounts   for   less   than   half   the   unusually   large  
surface,   whose   upper   register   is   given   over   to  
one   of   the   most   dramatic   skies   ever   painted  
in   watercolors."  
 
Image   and   info:   Getty   Museum  
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/298 
165/john-martin-the-destruction-of-pharaoh's- 
host-english-1836/  
 



 

Overthrow   of   Pharaoh   in   the   Red   Sea  
Alfred   Gatley,   1859  
 
“ The   relief   depicts   the   biblical   scene   of   the  
Pharaoh's   army   drowning   in   the   Red   Sea  
during   their   pursuit   of   the   Israelites.   Multiple  
male   and   animal   figures   can   be   seen,  
including   a   male   figure   wearing   a   ‘Pschent’  
or   the   double   crown   of   later   Egyptian  
pharaohs.   Gatley's   name   is   inscribed   on   the  
lower   right   corner   of   the   image.”  
 
Image   and   Info:   Getty   Museum  
http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/2 
18251/james-anderson-gatley-les-egyptien 
s-noyes-dans-la-mer-rouge-relief-british-18 
59/  

 

Crossing   of   the   Red   Sea   and   Miriam  
Dancing   and   Singing  
Mid   9th   century  
 
From   the   Chludov   Psalter,   “an   illuminated  
marginal   Psalter   made   in   the   middle   of   the  
9th   Century.   It   is   a   unique   monument   of  
Byzantine   art   at   the   time   of   the   Iconoclasm,  
one   of   only   three   illuminated   Byzantine  
Psalters   to   survive   from   the   9th   century.”  
 
Image   and   info:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/diglib-fulldis 
play.pl?SID=20200409930130897&code=act 
&RC=55470&Row=23  

 

Waterfall   on   the   Clyde   River,   Tasmania  
Eugen   von   Guérard,   1877  
 
Image:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelin 
k.pl?RC=56957  



 

The   Reconciliation   of   David   and   Absalom   
Rembrandt   van   Rijn,   1642  
 
In   this   painting,   Rembrandt   “visualized   [an]  
incident   from   the   Bible   which   had   hardly   ever  
been   illustrated   before—the   reconciliation  
between   King   David   and   his   wicked   son  
Absalom…   What   could   be   more   moving   than  
the   gesture   of   the   young   prince   in   his   proud  
array,   burying   his   face   on   his   father’s   breast,  
or   King   David   in   his   quiet   and   sorrowful  
acceptance   of   his   son’s   submission?   Though  
we   do   not   see   Absalom’s   face,   we   feel   what  
he   must   feel.”  
 
Image:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelin 
k.pl?RC=54172  
Info:   Ernst   H.   Gombrich,   “Chapter   20:   The  
Mirror   of   Nature,”   The   Story   of   Art,   15th  
edition  
 

 

Red   Vineyards   near   Arles  
Vincent   van   Gogh,   1888  
 
Image:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelin 
k.pl?RC=57026  

http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelink.pl?RC=57026
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelink.pl?RC=57026


 

The   Doubt:   ‘Can   these   Dry   Bones   Live?’  
Henry   Alexander   Bowler,   1855  
 
“This   young   woman,   leaning   on   the  
gravestone   of   a   man   called   John   Faithful,   is  
contemplating   religious   doubt.   In   particular,  
the   Christian   belief   that   the   dead   will   be  
resurrected   on   the   Day   of   Judgement.  
Long-standing   religious   beliefs   were   being  
disrupted   at   the   time   this   was   painted.   New  
scientific   publications   explored   theories   of  
evolution,   challenging   literal   readings   of   the  
Bible.   Her   question   appears   to   be   answered  
by   the   growing   chestnut   tree   and   the   stone   at  
its   base,   carved   with   the   word   Resurgam’,  
which   translates   as   ‘I   shall   rise   again’.”  
 
Image   and   info:   Tate   Museum  
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/bowler-th 
e-doubt-can-these-dry-bones-live-n03592  

 

The   Vision   of   the   Valley   of   Dry   Bones  
Gustave   Dore,   1866  
 
From   a   set   of   241   wood   engravings   created  
to   illustrate   La   Grande   Bible   de   Tours,   a  
French   translation   of   the   Latin   Vulgate.   
 
Image:   public   domain  



 

Christus   Victor   (or   Christ   in   Limbo)  
Fra   Angelico,   1450  
 
Italian   Renniassance   painter   Fra   Angelico  
depicts   the   harrowing   of   hell.   Christ,   carrying  
the   flag   of   the   cross,   reaches   out   his   hand   to  
Abraham.   In   the   right   foreground,   the   broken  
door   of   hell   has   crushed   Satan,   while   other  
demons   flee   to   the   left.   
 
 
Info:   Icons   &   Imagery  
http://iconsandimagery.blogspot.com/2010/03 
/christ-in-limbo.html  
Image:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelin 
k.pl?RC=47768  

 

Zephaniah,   Frieze   of   Prophets  
John   Singer   Sargent,   1895  
 
A   close-up   of   the   portrait   of   Zephaniah   from  
John   Singer   Sargent’s   mural   Frieze   of  
Prophets   from   the   West   Wall   of   the   Boston  
Public   Library.   
 
“The   prophets   typify   Sargent's   portrait   style  
with   softy-rendered   features   and   sweeping  
robes   of   black,   white,   and   umber.”  
 
Info:   Digital   Commonwealth  
https://www.digitalcommonwealth.org/search/ 
commonwealth:sq87dv76m  



 

Celebration  
John   August   Swanson,   1997  
 
John   August   Swanson’s   art   “reflects   the  
strong   heritage   of   storytelling   he   inherited  
from   his   Mexican   mother   and   Swedish   father.  
John   Swanson’s   narrative   is   direct   and   easily  
understood.   He   addresses   himself   to   human  
values,   cultural   roots,   and   his   quest   for  
self-discovery   through   visual   images...   All   his  
parables   optimistically   embrace   life   and   one’s  
spiritual   transformation.”  
 
Image   and   info:   Art   in   the   Christian   Tradition  
http://diglib.library.vanderbilt.edu/act-imagelin 
k.pl?RC=56538  
 
 

 

Peter   and   John   Running   to   the   Tomb  
Eugène   Burnand,   1898  
 
“The   full   title   is   The   Disciples   Peter   and   John  
Running   to   the   Sepulchre   on   the   Morning   of  
the   Resurrection.   It   is   Burnand's   best-known  
work.”  
 
Image   and   info:   Art   and   the   Bible  
https://www.artbible.info/art/large/49.html  

 


